Prep Booklist 2017

- 1 x Texta Markers/ Felt pens (pkt 12, thick tip)
- 2 x Texta zoom propelling crayons (pkt 12)
- 1 x Large pencil case
- 12 x HB lead pencils
- 2 x eraser (no novelty erasers)
- 1 x sharpener in a case (no novelty sharpeners)
- 6 x large glue sticks (not coloured)
- 1 x metal blade scissors
- 2 x A4 plastic document wallet
- 9 x scrapbooks – 96 pages (blank pages)
- Queensland Targeting Handwriting Prep Student Book – Susan Young (Pascal Press)
- 1 x library bag
- 1 x lanyard (for Brag tags to be clipped onto)
- 1 x Ream photocopy paper for each semester (give to office for storage)

**Photocopying paper formula:**
1 child at VPSS = 1 ream of paper each Semester (2 reams per year)
2 or more children at VPSS = 2 reams of paper each Semester (4 reams for the year)

- 1 x box of tissues for each semester (give to office for storage)